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A solar flare took place on the Sun late Sunday evening (11 PM), triggering a massive solar 
coronal-mass ejection into space and it has been traveling toward Earth ever since. It most 
certainly will cause some kind of disturbance in the Earth’s magnetic field as it funnels in 
through the north pole. The Northern Lights should be very strong Tuesday night, reaching 
perhaps as far sound as Idaho, Illinois, and Oregon. We shall see.. 
 
The coronal mass is hitting us Tuesday morning and on into the day. This is the most powerful 
such ejection of solar matter since May of 2005. If can affect satellites, cell phones, and 
communication of all kinds. Such is the physical effect, but what about its effect on the mind and 
psychology? 
 
In his yet-to-be published book “Children of the Light,” astrologer Theodor Landscheidt (who 
was a supreme court justice in Germany) and friend of mine, documented the effect of such 
massive solar events on the creativity of many great writers, scientists, and artists.  
 
The takeaway from that book is that these huge messages from our Sun are seminal and 
imprint our mindstream to the core. They can be deeply creative and certainly this day should 
be set aside for observation of our mindstream by us all. 
 
You can feel the solar impulse, if only through awareness of the disruption in normal mental 
activity and a sense of warmth and largeness. I don’t want to say “confusion,” because the 
confusion we might feel is a side effect, not a cause. We can be confused by the disruption or 
pause in our regular train of thought, by distraction and the experience of suddenly being 
absorbed by this experience. We are in it now. 
 
This kind of experience is not a call to activity and getting things done, but more like an 
imprinting, taking things in, allowing this new information to enter and register deep within us. 
Later, we will (or can) read it back out as it affects us personally and make some kind of sense 
out of it. It is creative! 
 
We are swimming in it now, bathed in solar fire and imprinting. Observe it. 
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